
                                                                                                             Purdue Oct 31,  
                                                                                                              11 P.M. [18]85 
My darling darling Effie: 
      It is now November in New York & will soon be here & then we shall be able to say next 
month I shall see with my eyes & have my hearts desire.  I hope november will fly & leave as 
quickly.  I am glad it has only 30 days instead of thirty one_  I probably shan’t write very much 
for I shall no doubt go out in a few moments to take another turn about.  This evening there 
hasn’t been the least thing[,] the slightest sign of disorder.  I have been out since dark & it has 
been pouring & driving rain most of the time.  I guess this dampened their spirits and made the 
boys keep indoors for the most part.  Today Craig & I & Dr Smart considered the cases of last 
night & we decided to punish Bruff severely & to ship the Ross brothers from the dormitory & 
let Shortle & Hart escape with a warning.  This morning Shortle came to me & asked a chance to 
talk with me.  Of course I was glad to give him a chance & told him to come to my room in 
fifteen minutes.  In the course of our conversation I was pretty well convinced[,] as I had been 
from all I heard the night before[,] that it wasn’t Shortles fault & that Hart didn’t have anything 
to do with it but that it was Bruffs fault.  On Monday we shall investigate all those cases & I 
guess we shall not be bothered with any more noise at the dormitory.  In regard to Floyd & 
Miller we learned that they had been serenading in town & had only come here to finish us & 
were well intentioned wholly & wholly well behaved as they were & they went straight to their 
rooms without a word when I told them to so we shall not have them up at all_  Now Darling I 
must go out again.  If I can I mean to get to sleep early and I shall try to do so for I am very tired.  
I may have lots of work yet tonight but I imagine not.  It dont seem at all in the air_  If possible I 
will add more to this.  If I dont Darling you will know it is every bit I could do & I do it in spite of 
my strong call on the campus or in bed because I know you will want some thing at the first 
possible moment. 
        With deepest fondest warmest 
            Love all the time 
               from your own loving 
                        Harry_____ 
 
Darling no fun last night.  Had about no sleep till 5:30[,] then till 7:30.  Must mail now.  


